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Phenomenology of Hope, Supercollider; Photo credit Shana Nys DambrotPhenomenology of Hopethrough September 30By Shana Nys DambrotThe choice of the word â€œphenomenologyâ€• in this exhibitionâ€™s title
is especially salient, because its physical form &#8212; or rather the lack thereof &#8212; is central to not only its experience, but to the context of its topic. Exploring the many meanings of â€œhopeâ€• across an array of
interdisciplinary works, the meta-narrative is that of an exhibition presented entirely in the virtual space as the necessary result of a global crisis that has largely shuttered our real-life art spaces along with the rest of our
lives. In the face of plague and other kinds of apocalypse, what role does hope play in our collective and individual psyches? In ways direct, esoteric, evocative, visceral, and talismanic, the works in the show seek
answers on their own individual terms.Curated by artists Eli Joteva, Khang Nguyen, Kio Griffith, whose own work is included alongside that of more than 40 artists, the presentation encompasses virtual presentations of
paintings and other objects that exist in the world, video pieces that exist equally in IRL and digital spaces, and digitally native work specifically executed for a VR platform. In creating an infrastructure that allowed visitors
to inhabit micâ€™d up avatars and have real-time social interaction as they moved through the installation during the opening, gallery visitors were forced to be ever-conscious of the quality of the interface experience
&#8212; which in itself represents a gesture of hopeful adaptation and in its way, resilience. And if all this brave new world stuff is too much for you, thereâ€™s a 2D slideroom version that comes augmented with
artistsâ€™ statements responding to the topic of hope and what it means to them in the context of their practice, and also plays all the videos, with sound. The videos are all gorgeous, frequently quite strange, and
occasionally unsettling &#8212; as well as satisfying since viewing video on a digital screen gets you as close as possible to the artistâ€™s intentions for the work, aside from scale, the new mediated normal
notwithstanding.Aside from the experiential mindfulness of Supercolliderâ€™s uncanny gallery valley, the works itself offer an unruly but effective compendium of perspectives on hopefulness, touching on moments large
and small, dark and illuminated, private and abstract, literary and documentarian, emotional and conceptual, with cerebral theory, cultural critique, romanticism, futurism and the outright inscrutable. Instances of recycled,
discarded materials salvaged and elevated; experiments with Artificial Intelligence and the aesthetic power of pure math; fractal, visionary patterns speaking to the hidden patterns of a holistic universe; paintings that seek
to concretize the shifting cognitive states of the multiverse through the hand of the artist; achievements at sublime scale and with proliferate micro-detail; figures in ritual and roles of ordinary life in what is now the before
times; and finally, fervently, so many objects of storytelling and undeniable beauty that in the end, holding tight to oneâ€™s sense of hopefulness seems like a reasonable position, in spite of
everything.phenomenologyofhope.comBy Kristine SchomakerThis is Part 2 in a series, focusing on artists who have been creating repetitively with process since the pandemic started. I am still seeing many artists getting
through these days using a repetitive, meditative, earnest, psychological style of working in the studio that is helping them get by. The artists below are telling their stories through their mark making. Phil Anderson BlytheA
few months before the pandemic, towards the end of 2019, I started working on larger, more abstract pieces. When March came along I was starting to figure out the direction I wanted to take my art. What started with
more dull, darker color tones, transitioned into brighter, more colorful work towards the beginning of June. Losing my bartending job and having even more time to focus on art, I dived into color theory and expressing
emotion through color. Repeating these movements and color combinations over and over again felt natural and freeing. Life during the pandemic hasnâ€™t changed much as far as being isolated from the outside world
(Im sorry Mr.Kawara)
and practicing my craft. I think the biggest lesson Iâ€™ve learned during this time was to fully face myself and believe in myself. Weâ€™re here for such a short time and I think a lot of us that have the privilege to create,
are diving deeper into their work more than ever before. Taking full advantage of what the world has laid out for us.Website: http://www.PhilAndersonBlythe.comInstagram: Instagram.com/PhilAndersonBlytheMonica
MarksDuring zoom meetings I draw on clothespins with micron pens. The tiny â€œcanvasâ€• helps to give me structure, boundaries, control, and a sense of a beginning and an end in short periods of time. The images of
repeating lines are soothing and calming. These are the things I need to give myself to feel comfortable in a social setting.http://www.artbymonicamarks.com@art_by_monica_marksRachel GibasLike many people, I have
been feeling easily overwhelmed and have found it difficult to accomplish some of the most seemingly simple goals. With simplification as my new motto, I quit doing everything until I could recharge my reserves. Normally
I would just start a new project, abandoning the last, but this time I recognized that I needed the small but important thrill of completing something; a tiny victory upon which to build the next.Blind contour drawings have
always been a way for me to be completely focused on and immersed in the action of seeing. When I am making a drawing, I must push out everything else and literally feel the line through an eye-to-hand connection.
Nothing else can intrude. Everything boils down to line.There is a note on my desk that asks me to consider, what is one thing I can do today to not feel helpless, and how can I connect with others? One day it occurred to
me that I could reach out to my community of friends each week, and ask them who or what I should draw that day. They have engaged with my requests suggesting celebrities, government officials, pets, and fictional
tableaus.I love blind contour drawings because they are accurate representations that have been spatially distorted, and this gives poetry to the image. In a world obsessed with digital accuracy, line drawings speak to the
907b1354f0fe360298c4fe6023401f7356d69ecaa5023cde28186fba1e163b0a
heart.http://www.rachelgibas.com/@rachelgibasStephen ThornhillThis recent series of works on paper has been inspired by time spent in the wilderness, mostly focused on the experience of approaching a false peak or
artandcakela
crossing a mountain pass. Because spending time in nature has become one of the few safe outlets, I have found myself spending more and more time there and this in turn has become more dominant in my practice.A
false peak occurs when one is ascending a summit and it appears that you have reached the top only to find that the actually
peak lies higher
and farther on the distance.Though this idea is something I started exploring
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prior to the pandemic, it has taken on a new meaning for me as we seemingly continue to experience false peaks in the pandemic as well as in the pursuit of social justice.Most of these works were drawn and painted over
older works on paper that i had neglected and found stashed away in old portfolio. I think a lot of this came about during the pandemic because of the introspective and isolated time we are in. I found myself digging
through old boxes and portfolios and then reworking these drawings. This has also been a link to out current times as culture is reworking itself it what the proper way to act and interact, questioning what is right and
wrong, hopefully for the better.All works are smallish(11 x 15 inches or less) drawings/mixed media works on paper made with gouache, charcoal, graphite and acrylic.I can be found on Instagram here:
@thornhill_stephenAnd my website: stephenthornhillart.comL. Aviva DiamondMost of my work is abstract nature photography &#8211; seeing the sacred in everyday life and the cosmos in waves, ripples and bubbles.But
these days Iâ€™m not getting out into nature. The pandemic has placed me in my house for almost six months now.After the first month or two of being sequestered, I started drawing during the large group Zooms. It
wasnâ€™t intentional; I just made drawing after drawing andthen threw them away. But the process was really satisfying. So later, I started coloring them. And then I began keeping 3&#215;5 cards and waxy colored
pencils on my desk. During the Zooms,I tilted my screen so my hands wouldnâ€™t show, and drew away. This is definitely not my normal art practice &#8211; far from it. I always felt a bit self-conscious about drawing
since I donâ€™thave formal training. But I keep feeling compelled to do these; making these marks scratches a deep itch. They arenâ€™t for anyone else. Itâ€™s just my private note-taking on the world andthe state of
my psyche in the age of Covid-19. But it feels great. And Iâ€™m thinking about starting to work large, to make paintings on canvas. Just not during Zooms!http://www.avivaartphotography.comFaina KumpanI created this
work while fighting a disease.There were so much information about the virus.I was having nightmares about bats infecting other animals. After that I created â€œCONTAMINATIONâ€•.So much talk about getting sick
after being close to the sneezing or coughing person. That is how â€œTHE BIG SNEEZEâ€• was created.I was trying to imagine the process of how our immune system works. How strong and powerful defense system
defends the body. â€œTHE WARRIORâ€• is about this process.â€œMUTATIONâ€• was made after another nightmare.â€œTHE BIG HEADACHEâ€• is a reflection of the suffering of headache and muscle aches.I am
grateful that art have helped me to overcome the terrible times of being sick.IG fainakumpanRunzee WangDuring the quarantine, almost all the public places were closed, including the two places I used most often, the
swimming pool and my studio. So I started to try new ways of making art and exercise, which is digital painting and scuba diving. The current electronic products are powerful enough to imitate any real form of painting
and no longer have the limitation of physical space and material, as long as the artist has an idea, he can do anything he wants to. The epidemic quarantine gave me a lot of time to research and get familiar with the new
material, which I&#8217;ve always been interested in but didnâ€™t do.Diving allows me to walk into and see a new and different world I havenâ€™t seen with my own eyes before. When I dive, I am in a state of
weightlessness, which makes me feel like I donâ€™t exist in the world. Besides, I canâ€™t hear any sound except my own breathing, and each exhalation and inhalation is infinitely amplified. This kind of strong sense of
existence and no sense of existence that can be experienced simultaneously is addictive. In addition, I found that the underwater world is not pure blue or greenish blue but colorful, each fish and marine plant have their
own fascinating beautiful color.This set of works shows the scenery I saw from the first point of view during diving and processed it with my unique artistic language.Social media, IG, ddededeboAnnetta KaponIn March I
was going to go to France, and bought an iPad mini to take with me. Then the pandemic hit, the trip was cancelled, I started working from home, and I had this new iPad.Iâ€™ve been making daily or almost daily collages
with cut paper and glue for three years, since 2017. Since March Iâ€™ve downloaded one of these free apps and Iâ€™ve been making abstract digital drawings or paintings. They have numbers for titles.My IG:
annettakaponWebsite: annettakapon.comFacebook: Annetta KaponChuanyuan SongChuanyuan, Love in a Fallen CityLiving as a foreigner in America, during the pandemic, Chuanyuan suddenly found herself tiny and
helpless. Even if she can chat with her family via facetime, the simple greeting and story sharing cannot be physical hugs. Luckily, reading a book allows her to see another world, quiet and forget the nervousness. The
series of &#8216;Love in a Fallen City&#8217; is based on Eileen Chang&#8217;s novel. Every woman in the novel has a miserable life, but there is still a moment, or a gesture or eye contact feels lovely. Black and white
&#8216;Love in the Fallen City&#8217; are different from her regular practice because dreamy rainbow colors are her usual colors.https://www.chuanyuansong.com/Ibuki KuramochiUnder the circumstance of the
pandemic, all human relationships are now concentrated in the virtual world through the Internet.Peopleâ€™s thoughts, remarks and lives all appear in our vision which forms into photographs, movies, letters, and
becomes a huge timeline.In a pandemic situation, I hav
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